
THE SUMMIT
BUILDING A BRIGHTER FUTURE

www.pathfinderhomes.co.uk
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PATHFINDER HOMES 
Cavalier Road, Heathfield, Newton Abbot, Devon TQ12 6TU

Telephone: 01626 833 799  Email: sales@pathfinderhomes.co.uk  

www.pathfinderhomes.co.uk

DISCLAIMER - Due to our policy of continual improvement occasional changes to specification and layout may occur.  The photographs shown in this brochure are for illustrative purposes 
only and are not intended to form part of a contractual agreement.  Interior design images act as a guide only and interiors may vary from those shown.  Some photographs may include 
optional upgrades. To avoid confusion or disappointment please discuss your precise requirements with a member of our sales team by calling 01626 833 799 - they are there to help you.
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The Summit, The Peak of Inception

The Summit
internal layout 

Available sizes
50’ x 22’ – 3 bedroom

45’ x 22’ – 3 bedroom

45’ x 22’ – 2 bedroom 

Custom sizes and layouts can be designed on request.

Room dimensions (L x W)
Based on a 50’ x 22’ - 3 bedroom model

Lounge:  20’ x 22’ L-shaped

Kitchen:  12’5”x 7’2”

Bedroom 1:  11’3” x 11’10” 

Ensuite 1: 9’1” x 11’3

Bedroom 2: 11’11” x 10’3”

Ensuite 2: 5’ x 7’5”

Bedroom 3: 6’6” x 6’5”

All dimensions are approximate.

Conceived from pure alpine vacation indulgence, The Summit was born. 
The Summit is a property to be reckoned with, a definite discerning 5 
star! This lodge is exclusive with very unique interior styling. The first 
of  its kind and breath-taking. The exteriors natural finish, shiplap cedar 
cladding has a rustic earthy charm all of  its own which complements the 
dark grey frames. The square glass panes fabricate a cosy feel inside with 
luxurious fabrics that softly drape the windows keeping out the elements. 
The Summit has a complete corner glass curtain with bi-fold doors that 
open wide to capture those panoramic views from the living area or 
the comfort of  your bedroom. The alpine feel and style of  detail evoke 
the distant eastern lands of  the Himalayan Mountains, and combined 
with fabrics in warm shades recall this setting; luxurious detail quietly 
accompanies the original beauty of  the natural materials.

The Summit sports a large open plan living area and a detailed sitting 
area/dining room with a curved television resting on flowing bespoke 
fitted units and fireplace. The corner and lounge sofa offer the upmost in 
modern design with warmth and comfort to stretch out on. To either end 
of  the fitted units is more casual seating with random scatter cushions. 
A feature wall in stone clad is particularly spectacular. A fully fitted and 
integrated kitchen offers a sociable space with full oven, ceramic hob 
looking over the lounge. The dining area has a large bespoke dining table 
and matching chairs! 

There are 3 bedrooms, well kind of  bedrooms. A master bedroom and 
personal spa space, a snug den and a super king relaxation area. The 
super king relaxation bedroom expands off  from the centred way and is 
home to a huge zip ‘n’ link bed showered by the roof  light and facing 
a 22” wall mounted TV. As a space to relax and revive, a personal, fully 
natural stone tiled ensuite is provided with Bluestone honed marble 
basin, 800 shower and personal toilet. Opposite, the floor and wall 
wood finish continues into ‘the Den’ with two cosy wood-framed, bunk 
beds with the entertainment of  a 22” built in TV. This is the perfect snug 
warm hideaway for the little ones or big ones! The main bedroom has an 
impressive, inviting bespoke super king bed and headboard with personal 

flexi reading lights, perfect for those cosy evenings and getting lost  
in that gripping holiday novel. Leading from this bedroom is the 
spacious fully tiled spa ensuite where you are met with the stunning 
white freestanding bath under the large roof  light, the incredible 
bluestone honed marble basin and of  course under floor heating 
flowing into a luxury shower room. 

There are very few lodges that provide this mixture of  jaw-dropping 
style, perfection of  mix, overwhelming luxury and stunning innovation 
delivered with a warm and personal approach - The Summit  
absolutely does!  It’s created a lodge design genre of  its own.  
 
Think Alps, breath The Summit.

The Summit Features
• Spacious open plan lounge and diner

• Corner glass curtains with bi-fold doors

• Curved television

• Bespoke fitted units and fireplace

• Open kitchen area and hanging extractor

• Fully fitted and integrated kitchen

• Cosy wood-framed, L-shaped bunk beds

• Inviting bespoke super king bed and headboard in 
master bedroom

• Fully tiled spa ensuite

• White freestanding bath under the large roof  light 

• Bluestone honed marble basins

• Under floor heating
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